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Spring Styles from ExOfficio Offer Travel Versatility and Comfort 

Women’s collection for spring 2016 designed to make the most out of the travel wardrobe.  
 
Seattle, WA (August 3, 2015) – ExOfficio®, a leading designer of travel performance apparel, is introducing 
a women’s collection for spring 2016 with pieces designed to mix and match so she can pack less and 
adventure more. Built on a foundation of performance fabrics for protection from the elements, reversible 
and convertible skirts and tops combine with classic styles to provide fashionable comfort away from home, 
whether exploring the sights or relaxing with the locals.  
 
“Travelers know that packing light gives you more freedom to explore, but it can be challenging to do when 
you’re preparing for a wide range of adventures, both day and night,” said Kylene Wolfe, women’s product 
line manager for ExOfficio. “The solution is versatility: really comfortable, easy styles that can be worn in 
multiple ways and combinations for different activities, allowing the traveler to create fresh, chic looks with 
fewer pieces, so you can do more and pack less.”  
 
Travel versatility in the spring 2016 collection is inspired by reversible and convertible pieces in a collection 
of complementary styles of skirts, dresses, tanks, shirts, and light layers. Crisp, clean colors and refreshed 
based neutrals combine with bold stripes, Eastern European-inspired prints and textures in soft, comfortable 
and flattering fabrics. Performance features such as wrinkle-resistance, sun-protection, and ventilation 
complete the effortless outfitting of any journey, destination, and adventure.  
 
New pieces in the versatile ExOfficio spring 2016 women’s collection include: 

 
 Wanderlux™ Reversible Skirt 

The versatile travel skirt can go from solid to print or texture to create multiple 
looks on the road. 18 inches long and made of a soft-brushed double-layer knit 
stretch with great drape, it looks and feels great just about anywhere. UPF 30 
sun protection blocks up to 97% of UVA and UVB rays.  

 Moss Jersey sueded stretch knit fabric base 
 UPF 30 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Reversible double-layer 
 Security zip pocket on right side 
 Natural/low-rise fit, sizes XS-XL 
 Available in three reversible color options:  deep sea print/deep sea solid 

reverse; dark pebble print/black solid reverse; charcoal heather 
texture/black solid reverse 

 MSRP: $70 

 

 Wanderlux™ Convertible Skirt 
Smart travel layering gets smarter with this skirt that converts to two different 
lengths and a dress, keeping style fresh and luggage light on the road. 
Available in versatile solid base colors and casual stripes. UPF 30 sun 
protection blocks up to 97% of UVA and UVB rays.  

 Moss Jersey sueded stretch knit fabric 
 UPF 30 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Converts from folded to long skirt, plus a short dress (25” – 28” length) 
 Security zip pocket on right side 
 Natural/low-rise fit, sizes XS-XL 
 Available in two solids: mulberry and black 
 Available in three stripes: hot coral, deep sea, and black 
 MSRP: $65 
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Wanderlux™ Tank Dress 
Nothing beats the stylish simplicity of a tank dress that travels and moves 
beautifully. Made of soft jersey fabric with a great drape in a flattering 
silhouette, it provides comfort that’s easy to just put on and go. UPF 30 sun 
protection blocks up to 97% of UVA and UVB rays.  

 Moss Jersey sueded stretch knit fabric 
 UPF 30 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Shelf bra for better coverage and support 
 Adjustable strap loop in back 
 Security zip pocket on right side 
 Natural fit, sizes XS-XL 
 Available in three solids: hot coral, deep sea, and black 
 Available in two prints: deep sea and dark pebble 
 MSRP: $80 

 

  
Wanderlux™ Tank 
Designed to wear alone or as a layer, this jersey-knit tank features a unique, 
flattering cut and length that will pair with just about anything, making it an 
easy go-to travel wardrobe staple. Available in a variety of solids, prints, 
stripes, and texture to fit her personal style. UPF 30 sun protection blocks up 
to 97% of UVA and UVB rays.  

 Moss Jersey sueded stretch knit fabric 
 UPF 30 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Natural fit, sizes XS-XL 
 Available in eight colors and prints: 

white, hot coral, black, deep sea print, dark pebble print, deep sea stripe, 
hot coral stripe, and black stripe. 

 MSRP: $60 
Also available in a heathered pointelle stitch knit jersey style with shelf bra ($65) 

 

  
Kizmet™ Reversible Sleeveless 
Enjoy two looks in one with this reversible back-to-front sleeveless shirt. 
Different necklines and style variations in a comfortable four-way stretch make 
this an easy option for day or night. UPF 50 sun protection blocks up to 99% of 
UVA and UVB rays.  

 Lightweight four-way stretch performance fabric 
 UPF 30 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Wrinkle-resistant 
 Reversible two-way front to back styling variations 
 Relaxed fit, sizes XS-XL 
 Available in three colors: sriracha, deep sea, and black 
 MSRP: $50 
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Traversa™ Hoody 
Earn travel stripes in this go-anywhere, do-anything jacquard stripe knit jersey 
hoody. It’s as cute as it is practical for town or trail offering a little spandex for 
stretch and better mobility. 

 Jacquard knit stretch fabric 
 Moisture-wicking, quick-drying, and odor-resistant 
 Hidden security zip pocket in right hand pocket 
 Natural fit, sizes XS-XL  
 Available in three stripe variations: sriracha, deep sea, and black 
 MSRP: $80 

 

 
 

 
 
Air Space™ Shirt 
This lightweight, easy-wear shirt provides all-over venting with a clever 
construction that allows airflow without being see-through. A four-way 
mechanical stretch allows movement and durability for active adventures.  

 Mesh Dobby fabric with all-over venting 
 Lightweight 
 Ventilated 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Gathered front yoke detail 
 Hidden security zip pocket on right side 
 Natural fit, sizes XS-XL  
 Available in four colors: white, hot coral, azul, and black 
 MSRP: $70 

 

  
Explorista™ Pants, Dig’r Capris, and Shorts  
Explore all day in any weather with these styles featuring ExOfficio’s lightest 
fabric to date: Opti Stretch. The lightweight stretch fabric is ideal for exploring: 
durable and quick-drying, it’s also water-, stain-, and wrinkle-resistant, with 
UPF 50 sun protection that blocks up to 99% of UVA and UVB rays.  

 Lightweight, wrinkle-resistant Opti Stretch nylon/spandex fabric 
 UPF 50 sun protection 
 Moisture-wicking and quick-drying 
 Stain- and water-resistant DWR treatment 
 Wrinkle-resistant 
 Available in three colors: bay leaf, safari, and black 
 Natural/low-rise fit, 2-16 

 
Explorista™ Pants 

 Roll-up leg button tabs and security zip pocket on right thigh 
 Available in regular and petite lengths 
 MSRP: $85 

Explorista™ Dig’r Capri 

 18” length converts to 11” short with roll-up leg button tabs, with security 
zip pocket on right thigh 

 MSRP: $80 
Explorista™ Shorts 

 7” length with security zip pocket on right thigh 
 MSRP: $50 

 

 
Items from the new ExOfficio spring 2016 collection will be shown in August 2015 at the Outdoor Retailer 
Summer Market in booth #12027 at the Salt Palace Convention Center. They will be available for purchase 
at retail stores and online in mid-February 2016. 
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About ExOfficio 
ExOfficio believes that the magic of travel, whether you seek different cultures, epic scenery or the thrill of 
the unknown, is a chance to create perspective and vitality by opening your mind to the wonders of the 
world. Since 1987, ExOfficio has celebrated the traveler by crafting garments that allow one to experience 
the world unhindered. Intelligently designed products with tangible benefits—including the best-selling Give-
N-Go® underwear collection and lightweight, wrinkle-free fabrics with bug, sun and water protection—are 
focused on one goal: comfortable performance. ExOfficio is sold internationally, online and in specialty 
outdoor and travel stores, including five of their own flagship stores in the U.S. For more information about 
ExOfficio, visit www.exofficio.com.   
 
About Jarden Corporation 
Jarden Corporation is a diversified, global consumer products company with a portfolio of over 120 trusted, 
authentic brands. Jarden’s record of strong financial performance and organic growth is supported by a 
focused operating culture coupled with value enhancing acquisitions and shareholder focused capital 
allocation. Jarden operates in three primary business segments through a number of well recognized 
brands, including: Branded Consumables: Ball®, Bee®, Bernardin®, Bicycle®, Billy Boy®, Crawford®, 
Diamond®, Envirocooler®, Fiona®, First Alert®, First Essentials®, Hoyle®, Kerr®, Lehigh®, Lifoam®, Lillo®, 
Loew-Cornell®, Mapa®, Millefiori®, NUK®, Pine Mountain®, Quickie®, Spontex®, Tigex®, Waddington®, 
Yankee Candle® and YOU®; Outdoor Solutions: Abu Garcia®, AeroBed®, Berkley®, Campingaz® and 
Coleman®, Dalbello®, ExOfficio®, Fenwick®, Greys®, Gulp!®, Hardy®, Invicta®, K2®, Marker®, Marmot®, 
Mitchell®, PENN®, Rawlings®, Shakespeare®, Squadra®, Stearns®, Stren®, Trilene®, Völkl® and Zoot®; 
and Consumer Solutions: Bionaire®, Breville®, Cadence®, Crock-Pot®, FoodSaver®, Health o meter®, 
Holmes®, Mr. Coffee®, Oster®, Patton®, Rainbow®, Rival®, Seal-a-Meal®, Sunbeam®, VillaWare® and 
White Mountain®. Headquartered in Florida, Jarden ranks #348 on the Fortune 500 and has over 35,000 
employees worldwide. For further information about Jarden, please visit www.jarden.com. 
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